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Chapter 5605Stephen appeared and broke through Xayvion’s Obsidian Body 
using a sword resembling the Supremusse Sword. 

Now, James could injure Xayvion. James laughed upon seeing Xayvion 
wounded. He looked at the cold and indifferent Xayvion with a dark 
expression. 

“Xayvion Yeftero, let’s have a battle now. I want to see what other 
Supernatural Signature Skills you’ve mastered,” James ‘voice echoed. 

James was at his peak in the current state. His strength had reached an 
unimaginable level with the integration of the Tressencia Completare Art and 
the absorption of the new world’s power. Despite his low realm, his current 
power rivaled that of a true Transcendental Bliss Rank. 

Xayvion’s face turned unsightly as he wiped the blood from the corner of his 
mouth. The black longsword in his hand emitted a dark radiance. 

At that moment, James made his move. Activating the Blithe Omniscience, he 
instantly appeared in front of Xayvion and launched a direct attack on him with 
his sword. 

Xayvion raised his black longsword to resist. 

James was compelled to retreat under the overwhelming power. The 
Supremusse Sword in his hand underwent revolutions, causing his arm to 
tingle and his blood to surge. Xayvion suffered as well. Currently, his physical 
body was similar to James’. If James was injured, he was also injured. 

“Shit!” Xayvion cursed as he swung his sword again, and James once again 
intercepted the attack. 

The power surged uncontrollably, and magical inscriptions flickered in the 
dark void. Both James and Xayvion unleashed the strongest martial art skills. 
Each collision and exchange occurred without holding back. 

This intense battle left many powerhouses in the dark space frightened. 



Through this battle, they realized the existence of the strongest power in the 
world, a force they had not known before. 

Boom! Another clash without holding back. James and Xayvion were both 
sent flying, then quickly entangled once more. Various Supernatural Signature 
Skills were continuously unleashed. 

James’ formation changed in an instant and depicted countless Supernatural 
Signature Skills. Meanwhile, Xayvion mastered many Primevals’ inscriptions 
and cultivated them to the highest realm. He dealt with James’ formations 
calmly using those numerous inscriptions. 

Throughout the battle, Xayvion had one thought in mind, which was to kill 
James. However, other thoughts began to surface as his Obsidian Body 
shattered. 

Both of them were heavily injured. 

At this moment, Xayvion came to the realization that if they continued to 
battle, it would cost him his life even if he killed James. It would be a scenario 
where both of them would endure and face the risk of perishing. 

This was not what he wanted, at least not now. 

“You’re really troublesome, brat,” Xayvion scolded. 

In the distance, James continued to gasp for breath. He was disheveled, 
covered in scars, and blood soaked his body. He could no longer continuously 
heal his severely injured body without the Ulus. He could only rely on the Life 
Power for healing, but that power could not completely heal the injuries 
caused by this level of battle. 

He could see that Xayvion was also heavily injured. James grinned, blood 
dripping from his mouth. However, he wore a smile and shouted out, “Xayvion 
Yeftero, I’ll drag you down with me even if we die today!” “I’m done playing 
with you,” Xayvion’s indifferent voice echoed. “This battle ends here today. I’ll 
come to learn more about your tricks next time.” 

Xayvion had already considered escaping. 
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James. He vanished with a swift movement. 



“Do you think you can escape?” James’ expression darkened. 

Stephen shattered the Obsidian Body of Xayvion, and this was the only 
opportunity to kill him. James was determined to kill Xayvion even if it meant 
sacrificing his own life. 

If Xayvion managed to escape, he could continue to live if James did not 
pursue him. However, once Xayvion recovered from his injuries and restored 
the Obsidian Body, James would lose the chance to break through it. 

Xayvion fled, and James gave chase. Xayvion’s cultivation was extraordinary, 
and his speed was rapid. In an instant, he disappeared from the area. 

However, James had locked onto his aura and followed it. 

Xayvion appeared in an unknown region of the Dark World. James caught up 
the moment he appeared, the Supremusse Sword in James’ hand 
transforming into a dazzling Sword Light and pressed towards him. 

Xayvion retaliated with a sword. 

Boom! Two Sword Energies collided and created terrifying shockwaves. 

“Don’t force me, James Caden,” Xayvion roared in a low voice. “Don’t think 
I’m afraid of you. I just don’t want to waste too much energy.” 

“Xayvion Yeftero, you can’t escape this time. It’s either I kill you, or you 
destroy me,” James replied coldly. 

He knew that he might never have another chance if he did not seize the 
opportunity to kill Xayvion while his Obsidian Body was shattered. 

Xayvion must die. Otherwise, he would be a hidden danger to the new world. 

‘You damned bastard.” Xayvion launched another counterattack, forming a 
terrifying formation with a lift of his hand. 

James summoned a formation to counter it. The collision of the two 
Superformations swept through the dark space, shattering and transforming 
into countless inscriptions. 



“He’s so formidable.” Overwhelmed by the powerful force, Xayvion was 
instantly counter-attacked and suffered injuries. A mouthful of blood sprayed 
out as shock and horror surged through his heart. 

Currently, he was exceptionally strong in the darkness, possessing the 
strength of the Transcendental Bliss Rank even though he had not reached 
that rank. 

Despite this, he could not escape when facing James. 

“James Caden, chase me if you dare.” Leaving behind these words, Xayvion 
disappeared from his original spot. 

Under James’ perception, Xayvion’s aura continued to fade and showed signs 
of disappearing from this timeline. 

‘This brat.” James’ expression changed slightly as he sensed it. He fell into 
contemplation. After a moment, he decided to pursue Xavyion. 

In an instant, Xayvion broke through, entered, and moved against the River of 
Time. James followed closely, entering the River of Time as it tore open. 

“Haha…” In the River of Time, Xayvion’s mad laughter echoed, “James 
Caden, I’ve refined and absorbed the Karma Power. Now, I can ignore karma. 
I’m not afraid of it, no matter which era I go to. However, you’re different. 
You’ll be devoured by karma as you follow me.” 

Xayvion’s laughter resounded in James’ ears. 

“Hmph!” James snorted. Sword Light transformed from the Supremusse 
Sword in his hand, sweeping against the River of Time. It slashed towards 
Xayvion and instantly landed on him. 

Xayvion forcefully endured the Sword Energy. A bloody wound appeared on 
his back, and his flesh and blood were cut away, revealing a scene of white 
bones. 

The intense pain from his back filled Xayvion’s face with anger. However, he 
swiftly escaped against the River of Time instead of counterattacking. 



As they approached the end of time, the Karma Power grew stronger. 
However, Xayvion could ignore the Karma Power since he had refined it. 
Specifically, he could resist rather than completely ignore the Karma Power. 

Meanwhile, James had cultivated the Karma Path and would not fear ordinary 
karma. He did not give up on the chase and was determined to kill Xayvion no 
matter where he fled. 
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World, two groups of living beings gathered. One side was various races from 
the Dark World, while the other side was the powerhouses from the New 
Endlos Plane. 

The auras of both James and Xayvion had disappeared from this area, faded 
from this space, and vanished from this era. 

“Have they entered the River of Time?” 

“Xayvion’s Obsidian Body was shattered. He was forced to escape into the 
River of Time, and James pursued him. Who knows when this battle will 
conclude.” 

The powerhouses gathered in this place were whispering among themselves. 

Suddenly, both groups of living beings exchanged glances, and the scene fell 
silent. 

“Fight, come on!” 

A sudden voice pierced the silence, interrupting the quiet atmosphere. 
Everyone turned to see a black piggy shouting at the top of his lungs. 

At the same time, a powerful aura emanated from him. He seemed ready to 
act, but no one in the surrounding area made a move. 

He raised his hands and then lowered them. Scratching his head, he grinned 
foolishly, “Why isn’t anyone fighting?” 

“What’s the point of fighting?” someone replied. 

‘Yeah, how can we fight when James and Xayvion have entered the River of 
Time and left this era?” 



“When will this battle ever end if we keep fighting?” 

“Let’s just go home.” 

The various races from the Dark World and the living beings from the New 
Endlos Plane were no longer interested in fighting. The strongest 
powerhouses had already left, and continuing the battle would only result in 
mutual harm. 

Most living beings had lost their will to fight. However, the Suunteli Race was 
unwilling to retreat. 

“What? Are you scared?” said Halbrinn, the injured Suunteli Race Grand 
Patriarch who was attacked by the Mevryee Race. His expression was 
darkened. “The strongest powerhouse from the Central Plane has already left. 

We have a great chance of winning this battle. Everyone, let’s join forces and 
eliminate the Central Plane.” 

“Sure, I’ll accompany you,” said Qairo as he glanced at Halbrinn. He wore a 
somber expression and said coldly, “I’ll eliminate you first.” 

In an instant, Qairo appeared in front of Halbrinn, who was hit before he could 
react. A powerful force enveloped him, and he could not resist. Overwhelmed 
by this force, he perished without putting up any resistance. 

Qairo’s strength was formidable, and an ordinary Quasi Bliss Rank 
powerhouse Qairo’s attack, he did not even have a chance to resist before 
being extinguished. 

The various races from the Dark World were in fear after Qairo killed Halbrinn, 
a Quasi Bliss Rank powerhouse. 

“Except for the Four Ancient Races from the Dark World, the other races 
should go away…” Qairo swept his gaze around. As his eyes moved over, the 
various races of the Dark World quickly retreated in fear. 

Xayvion fled, James pursued, and now Qairo represented the strongest 
fighting force in the current Dark World. 

Talvelai stepped forward and said, “Brat, it wasn’t my lineage who were 
involved when the Mevryees participated in the extermination of the Glaciem 



Race back then. Those who participated in the extermination of the Glacies 
have long been cleaned up by me.” 

Qairo glanced at Talvelai without saying much. As he looked at the remaining 
powerhouses from the Yeftero, the Suunteli, and the Zoltrumm Race, he 
spoke word by word, ” The grievances of the past are now time to settle.” 

Other races did not dare to utter a single word. Qairo alone could take on 
several Quasi Bliss Rank powerhouses at once, and they did not dare to 
offend him. They quickly withdrew, leaving only the living beings from the few 
ancient races. 

“Do you want me to take action?” Xeraiah looked at Qairo. 

“I’ll deal with my own race’s matters,” Qairo replied arrogantly. He pointed at 
the powerhouses from the Yeftero, the Suunteli, and the Zoltrumm Race, and 
said, “Don’t say I didn’t give you a chance. Let’s have a battle all together.” 
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dominance. A formidable aura emanated from him, crushing the air and 
causing the distant powerhouses of various races to gasp. They knew that the 
Ancient Races were done, and a major reshuffling was about to occur in the 
Dark World. 

With Xayvion fleeing, there was no one within the Four Ancient Races that 
could match Qairo. Moreover, Qairo had several powerhouses beside him, 
including one who stood above him. No one dared to act recklessly. 

Many powerhouses from three of the Four Ancient Races wore grim 
expressions. 

Hacathra Yeftero, the Yeftero Race’s leader, looked at the various 
powerhouses from different races who had retreated to a distance and could 
not help but scold, “A bunch of useless fools! Do you think that by not 
participating now, the Central Plane will spare you after we’re annihilated?” 

Qairo casually remarked, “I can’t control the matters of the Central Plane. I’m 
here only to seek justice for my ancestors.” 

Qairo only sought revenge. 



At this moment, Xeraiah stepped forward and said, “James is not here. I can 
assure you that we won’t act against your races as long as every race from 
the Dark World doesn’t invade the Central Plane.” 

“Haha, settle your own grievances. I’ll take my people and leave.” Talvelai 
laughed heartily. He then gave the order,” Retreat.” 

With his command, the Meryvee powerhouses withdrew quickly. 

Qairo did not trouble them. He glanced at the remaining three races and said, 
“Attack!” 

Qiyana was also among them. She had been waiting for this day for a long 
time, and now, she could finally seek revenge for her race. 

James was unaware of what was happening in the Dark World. At this 
moment, he was chasing through the River of Time. 

Xayvion was adept at escaping. He continued moving through the River of 
Time, not knowing which era he had escaped to. All he could sense was that 
the Karma Power he endured was growing stronger. 

Now, the Karma Power was so intense that even he found it difficult to bear. 
He turned and glanced at James. Despite being entwined by karma, James 
was still in pursuit. 

‘This brat,” Xayvion could not help but scold aloud. He could no longer hold on 
at this moment. He directly shattered the River of Time, and his aura 
disappeared from James’ perception. 

James quickly chased after him, breaking the River of Time at the same spot 
where Xayvion did, and he also vanished within the River of Time. 

As soon as James left the River of Time, he appeared in a beautiful 
landscape. 

Descending rapidly from the sky, his strength was simultaneously diminishing 
at a rapid pace. 

The power of his past form from the Tressencia Completare Art was fading, 
along with the absorption of the new world’s power. 



At this moment, only the strength of his current and future form remained 
within him. His aura was also declining rapidly. 

With diminishing power and aura, coupled with the entanglement of karma, he 
could no longer suppress the injuries within his body. 

“Boom!” His body crashed into the ground in a mountainous region devoid of 
any living beings, or more precisely, on a planet uninhabited by anyone. The 
spiritual mountain was instantly crushed. 

Enduring the injuries on his body, James climbed up from the ground. He 
immediately tried to sense Xayvion’s aura. However, he could not detect 
Xayvion’s aura in this era. 

“Did I miss him?” he frowned. 

Although he shattered the River of Time at the same spot as Xayvion, the 
actual time point might still have some differences. 

The inability to sense Xayvion’s aura indicated that he appeared in this period 
earlier than Xayvion. In other words, as long as he survived in this era, he 
would eventually reach the time point when Xayvion appeared. 
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worries when he was unable to sense Xayvion’s aura. 

The immediate priority was to quickly suppress the karma he acquired from 
traversing the River of Time. Afterward, he needed to understand the nature 
of this era and figure out which time he had returned to. 

The spiritual mountain was shattered by the tremendous aftermath of his 
arrival. 

Climbing up from the ruins, he swiftly appeared on a rocky outcrop. He set a 
time formation around him with a casual motion. 

Currently, karma surrounded his body. Having cultivated the Karma Path, he 
could withstand terrifying levels of Karma Power. Even disrupting the peak of 
Quasi Bliss Rank powerhouses would not compare to the enormity of karma 
he could endure. 



However, the current karma was even more overwhelming than the one that 
restored Qairo. James began absorbing and refining karma. 

During this period, he dispelled the Tressencia Completare Art. His cultivation 
realm recovered to the Martial Celestial Rank, but his physical body retained 
the strength of the Quasi Bliss Rank. 

He absorbed and refined some of the Karma Power within the time formation. 

His cultivation realm ascended to the middle stage of the Martial Celestial 
Rank. However, the karma clinging to his body was still too strong. He could 
not absorb and refine it completely in a short time. 

The Karma Power incessantly devoured his physical body. If not for the 
robustness of his physical body and his resistance to karma, he would have 
been consumed long ago. 

James sat in a lotus position on a rock and began forcing the karma into his 
body. He created a space within his body and isolated the Karma Power in a 
small area, then sealed them. 

Sealing karma seemed simple, but it was extremely difficult. James spent a 
long time within the time formation. Only after successfully sealing the Karma 
Power did he stand up. 

Almost all of his injuries had healed by this point. After standing up, he 
stretched his muscles and surveyed the surroundings. He muttered to himself, 
“I wonder how many years have passed since I missed Xayvion. I don’t know 
when he will appear. I need to understand the nature of this world, find a place 
to cultivate, and strive to kill him the moment he appears.” 

Xayvion was escaping with injuries. He would be severely injured once he 
appeared, and this would be an excellent opportunity for James. 

James disappeared from his original spot and appeared on the top of a 
nearby mountain in the next instant. Standing at the summit, he released his 
Zen to sense the region. 

Under the perception of his Zen, he discovered that the space here was 
stable. 



Moreover, he sensed the miraculous power of heaven and earth, along with 
the Genesis Path of a powerful world. 

At this moment, he was surprised to find that the Genesis Path of the New 
Endlos Plane he had cultivated shared some similarities with the Genesis 
Path of this world. 

Sensing this, he formed a rough understanding of the era. 

‘The Ancestral Site,” he murmured to himself. 

He speculated that he had returned to the Anceracene Age, a time before it 
was shattered. 

In his memories, he knew that the Ancestral Site was destroyed because of 
the Halcyon Road. Then, the core energy of the Ancestral Site entered the 
darkness and disappeared, leaving only a ruined world behind. After that, it 
gradually evolved into countless planes. 

After sensing this, he made a rough judgment about this era. 

‘The Ancestral Site.” James took a deep breath. 

“I didn’t expect Xayvion to have escaped back to the Anceracene Age. In this 
era, heroes contend, and powerhouses are numerous. I wonder if I’ll have the 
chance to witness the true Transcendental Bliss Rank powerhouses.” 

The Transcendental Bliss Rank was a legend in his era, existing only in 
ancient scrolls. However, in this era, there were real Transcendental Bliss 
Rank powerhouses. 

 

 


